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Hello and welcome my friends! First and foremost, thank 
you for your support and following me in my creative jour-
ney. And for those of you who are just joining me, I hope 
you enjoy this snapshot to my photographic process, 
some things I think about before each trip or shoot and 
how I prepare for these. In this brief introductory ebook I 
wanted to share with all of you my five key components 
to my landscape photography success beginning with In-
spiration that waters the seed of the Idea to Pre-planning 
and Virtual Scouting to in the field execution: each step 
of the way is as important as that which precedes and fol-
lows creating a symbiotic relationship and an important 
one to say the least. 

So let’s jump in. You can download this ebook to take 
with you along your way and in your journeys wherever 
they might take you. 

Good light to you all and thank you again for joining me 
on this journey.

- Joseph

FORWARD
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Understanding the Exposure Triangle, base settings & 
learning how to adapt in common landscape scenarios

SETTINGS

1
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For this section, let’s set off with understanding these Base Settings which are what I start with out of the bag on a clear blue, sunny 
day with no wind, no rain, no low light - perfect scenario. From here, I will lay out my preferred settings I like adapting to these listed 
in a given scenario like water, astro, Milky Way, etc. I will also include a brief description to why I adapt these to be more suitable to 
the overall scene. 

Let’s get started. One thing to understand about Aperture Priority Mode: primarily, what we are concerned about in landscape pho-
tography is sharpness of our subject, or lack thereof. Therefore, I prefer shooting in this mode vs Manual or even Shutter for 99% of 
my photography as I am really only concerned with sharpness and not the shutter speed: mountains don’t move, they’re pretty 
static. Also, not worrying about adjusting each or all of my settings from shot to shot, scene to scene and as lighting changes allows 
me to work FAST! 
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This is also very important to consider and I am not attempting at imposing my philosophies here upon the reader, these are my be-
liefs, however are based on countless hours in the field and formulated via success’ and failures. Our cameras are tools and like all 
tools they are designed to work and get the job done efficiently and accurately. Just like an old wind up watch has its purpose when 
we want that visceral relationship with our timepiece, when we need to make sure we don’t miss that train we’ll probably prefer and 
feel safer with a battery powered quartz. It’s the same thing in photography - to me anyway: I am looking to capture a scene as 
quickly as possible and without user or mechanical error; I just need my camera to work, take the picture and get out of my way and 
Aperture Priority allows for this.

Another concept to keep in mind moving forward in this book: Unless noted, I predominately photograph in Aperture Priority so 
these concepts and photographic examples are captured this way. The only time I really switch out of this is for low-light photogra-
phy, such as twilight, astro/milky way/aurora - anything that is after twilight. Also, ISO - consider ISO to be our primary VARIABLE 
when shooting in Aperture Priority. Always remember this. Whenever I am teaching a workshop I start of with this concept: in Aper-
ture Priority the way we achieve a faster or slower shutter speed really is either by adjusting (increasing or decreasing) our ISO, mini-
mally adjusting our aperture as to not affect our depth of field, OR by utilizing a Neutral Density filter on the front of our lens, which 
is just a darkened piece of glass that limits the amount of light reaching the sensor. 

ISO dictates how sensitive your camera is to light; the higher the number (think 1,600 or more, for example) the more sensitive it will 
be resulting in a much faster shutter speed; lower (100’sh or less) and you’ll have a much less sensitive camera thus a slower shut-
ter speed can be achieved. The camera wants light and your shutter speed is what gives it this, your aperture regulates how much 
passes through the front of the lens and ISO can be thought of as fuel getting it there faster or slower. For my aperture, I always at-
tempt to stick around f10 as it’s generally the sharpest f-stop for lenses and I keep my ISO low for the cleanest image possible. The 
higher the ISO the more “noise” or grain you’ll introduce into the final frame.

For these situations listed below this is where I start from, listed as Base Settings which is what my camera is set to out of the bag 
that I always check before each shoot and reset each evening before putting my camera away. I am looking to create success and if 
I awake in the morning and grab my camera with last night’s settings, I may miss a shot. I simply find this to be a good practice to 
reset everything each evening back to my Base/Standard settings.
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My Base, or Standard, settings I find work well for most scenes and lighting situations are listed in the first example below. These 
are considering light and conditions are fairly simple and straightforward: no wind blowing leaves or flowers, no water we’re wanting 
to work with; essentially no movement in the frame. For the conditions that deviate from this scene I have written out and listed be-
low your “cheat sheet” to get you started in each of these challenging lighting situations you can branch off from creating your own 
success in the field.

Base/Standard to start from:

Shooting Mode: Aperture Priority (Nikon) 

ISO: 64 - always use your native base to start from. I’m currently using Nikon’s D850 which has a base native ISO of 64. If 
you’re Canon or Sony, etc you’ll need to check this. Avoid using the compressed low ISO’s, it will degrade your image quality. 

Aperture: f/8 - f/10

Shutter Speed: Dependent upon scene lighting and being in Aperture Priority - camera will decide. Generally I’m not worried 
about shutter speed except in a couple of scenarios which I will cover below. 

White Balance: Auto White Balance, sometimes Sunny. I rarely use anything different.

Image Quality: RAW, 14bit, Uncompressed

Color Space: Adobe 1998

Light Metering: Matrix (Nikon) metering which is simply an overall metering of the scene. Canon is Evaluative, Sony is Multi.

Autofocus: AF on, Single Point, Continuous with Back Button. For anyone reading this that shoots with Nikon’s D850 please 
visit my blog where I have a write up and downloadable link to set up your 850 exactly like mine in less than 2 seconds. You will 
simply download the .bin file onto an SD card, insert it into your camera and and upload the file onto your camera. 

https://www.josephroybal.com/post/2018/09/06/nikon-d850-settings
https://www.josephroybal.com/post/2018/09/06/nikon-d850-settings


Tide-pool and sunset over the ocean, Big Sur, California.
Sony A7Riii, ISO 100, 14mm, f/13, .6 second. Exposure blend birds 
from separate image for sharpness. Birds image: ISO 100, 52mm, 1/
1000 second.

1. Water: Water is where and when I want to adjust my shutter 
speed. When you are not adjusting your aperture the only way to 
achieve this is by either increasing your ISO in lower light like a 
sunset or sunrise or during the middle of the day or by adding a 
Neutral Density filter to your lens to “darken” the scene slowing 
everything down. My preferred settings for water stay the same 
as above with my first adjustment being to the ISO or by utilizing 
an ND filter to achieve my preferred shutter speed of .6 of a sec-
ond or thereabouts. This shutter speed allows water to look both 
silky and have definition to it. 

Shooting Mode: Aperture

ISO: Variable to achieve desired movement and blur

Aperture: Base

Shutter Speed: My preferred for definition and showing motion: 
.6” second; .4 and .8” are also great. Silky water look will begin 
once you surpass 1 second and longer if you wish for that really 
dreamy look. 



Milky Way sets over Ship Rock, New Mexico
Nikon D600, ISO 1,600, 17mm, f/2.8, 
15 second exposure for sky
1/80th exposure for foreground taken during Blue Hour

2.	Astro/Stars: I will adjust my shooting mode to 
Manual here, ISO to 1,600 as a starting point and 
go to my widest aperture. Astro photography 
needs more light so you’ll want to increase your 
ISO and open up your aperture to compensate for 
this. Think of your aperture like the human eye: it 
is the pupil and as it gets darker out, your pupil 
opens up, this is f/2.8, as example. F/22 would be 
broad daylight when your pupil is a dot. 

	 Shooting Mode: Manual Mode

	 ISO: 1,600 to start from

	 Aperture: f/2.8, or your widest

	 Shutter Speed: Varies based off focal length and 
desired effect. For pinpoint stars do not exceed 
an exposure time longer than your focal length, e.g: 10 seconds or 
less for a 14mm focal length. 

	 Tip: Shutter Speed for sharp, pinpoint stars you do not want to 
exceed the time your camera takes an image to be longer than your 
focal length. For example: your lens is a 14-24mm f/2.8 lens and you 
are at 14mm; you don’t want to exceed 14 seconds to achieve sharp 
stars. Therefore you will want to take a test shot at ISO 1,600, f/2.8, 
or your widest aperture, and 10 or so seconds, but not exceeding 14, 
zoom in and check center of the frame and also the far upper edges. 
If the image is too dark or stars are beginning to “swirl”, increase your 
ISO and not your Shutter speed. ISO is our variable here.



The Aurora dances above Stokesness; Höfn, Iceland
Nikon D850 
Foreground ISO 2,500, 14mm, f/2.8, 25 seconds 
Sky ISO 800, 14mm, f/2.8, 8 seconds

3. 	 Aurora: Aurora photography is very similar to Astro 
photography where with Astro you are concerned 
with either creating or limiting star motion in your im-
age. When photographing the Aurora you are also 
concerned about movement, but here you want to be 
careful to not create too much movement in the 
Aurora nor too little: you are aiming for that sweet 
spot in your exposure that shows motion, but too 
much or you’ll have a solid green sky as they “dance” 
across the sky. Ideally, around an 8 second exposure 
is a good marker to show motion and retain texture in 
the Northern Lights. Also, the aurora is generally 
much brighter than the stars are so a lower ISO can 
often achieve great results. You can also adjust your 
ISO and shutter speed as you go going higher with 
your ISO if necessary to help pull out definition or 
lower. 

Shooting Mode: Manual Mode

ISO: 800 to start from

Aperture: f/2.8, or your widest

Shutter Speed: 8 seconds starting point



High winds create for a dramatic sunset, Great Sand Dunes National 
Park, Colorado
Nikon D850 
ISO 320, 14mm, f/11, 1/800th of a second 

4.	 Wind: The challenge you will find is going to 
be photographing in low-light settings like 
sunrise or sunset when light is limited and a 
breeze picks up. A gentle breeze just as the 
sun rises is very common and knowing how 
to keep your foreground static is fortunately 
pretty straight forward, but does take some 
practice getting it right. So how do you com-
pensate for this? You must increase your 
ISO to thereby increase your Shutter Speed 
to get everything tack-sharp. Keep raising it 
incrementally and checking for sharpness 
after each shot. Once you’ve nailed it you 
will either be able to reduce your ISO as the 
sun rises or increase it as the sun sets, but 
ultimately you are just working with your 
ISO here, again, it is your variable and if really needed, introduce 
slowly adjusting your aperture if necessary. Ultimately, really just 
try to keep your photography as simple as possible. 

Shooting Mode: Aperture; I may increase or widen my aperture 
to let more light in in conjunction with raising my ISO (sunset 
scenario increasing my ISO)

ISO: Variable to achieve sharpness

Aperture: Base

Shutter Speed: 1/80 or faster will often times stop movement. If 
necessary, keep increasing ISO incrementally until there is no 
longer movement in the frame. 1/250 is where I aim when there 
is a decent breeze. and shooting wide.



A fleeting scene in the Quiraing, Isle of Skye, Scotland
Nikon D850 Auto ISO 100, 14mm, f/10, 160th second 

5.	 Hand-Held combined with Objects in Motion: Sce-
nario: You are following a group of sheep running, 
donkey walking, Icelandic Horse moving in front of 
you - motion - thereby making a tripod shot impossi-
ble. You now need to adapt to the scene and be abso-
lutely positive you can get a sharp image. How do 
you do this hand-held? One answer: by utilizing your 
Auto-ISO setting. What this does is sets your camera 
to recognize your camera settings such as Aperture 
and works at automatically adjusting your ISO and 
Shutter to get you a sharp image BUT with the poten-
tial sacrifice to image quality. The camera is going to 
automatically raise and lower your ISO based off am-
bient light. I utilize this all the time, as do many profes-
sionals in the field. Simply, there are times you want 
to chase that scene and the only way to get a sharp 
image is a higher ISO. 

Leave your worries at the door here about a grainy image: I always say it’s 
better to have a grainy image to work from vs blurry from shake; there’s 
no fixing this. Look up how to limit your Auto-ISO ceiling for your specific 
camera make and model, you will want to keep your camera from going to 
25,000, as example. I have mine set to max out at ISO 6,400 limiting 
noise.

Shooting Mode: Aperture

ISO: Auto-ISO with a minimum setting of 400, maximum 6,400

Aperture: Base

Shutter Speed: Being in Aperture Priority with Auto ISO will allow your 
camera to select the appropriate shutter speed to retain sharpness 
hand-held.



How to plan, scout, setup for your shot & what to bring 
along

ASTRO

2
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How the heck to we set this up? How do we focus in the dark? How does everyone’s images have both stars and the foreground 
visible? We’re going to discuss this here. 

First, start your composition hunting early! I like to find my compositions as early in the day as possible and line up my night sky 
with what I am finding as a foreground. You will also want to come prepared to the shoot later that afternoon with water, food/
snacks, sleeping pad and/or sleeping bag, whatever you will need and want to be comfortable over a longer period of time out and 
don’t forget your book! I always have my Kindle in my bag, some snacks, water and extra layers of clothing just in case tempera-
tures drop.
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Items to bring:

Camera and all Gear (Lens, batteries, memory cards, cable shutter release)

Water

Kindle

Snacks

Sleeping bag and pad to wait out your shot in and on

Any additional clothing layers - temperatures will generally drop

Possibly a lens warmer to prevent humidity on your lens if shooting in cool/cold and damp environments 

Apps I use to setup my shots:

PhotoPills

Google Earth

Dark Sky Finder

Milky Way Season:

May through October

Check Lunar Calendar websites for New Moon (total darkness) for current or forecasted month/year; you will want near or total 
darkness. I prefer approximately 20% moon visibility. You will also want clear and dark skies. 

https://www.photopills.com
https://www.photopills.com
https://www.google.com/earth/versions/
https://www.google.com/earth/versions/
http://darkskyfinder.com
http://darkskyfinder.com
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How do we use these apps and setup a composition and also how do I focus in the dark?

1. Google Earth: I pre-plan all of my shoots before I leave my home, when possible. Example: If I am going to Iceland in a 
few months I begin by researching locations I want to photograph, zooming in and dropping pins. I then pay attention to 
object orientation (N,S,E,W) and attempting my best guess at where the night sky will align. For a general rule, the Milky 
Way Step 2 below notes how once you have found your subject before going, you can use PhotoPills to know where the 
Milky Way or stars will align to this. 

2. When using PhotoPills from home: zoom into the map and you will see the Milky Way and it’s orientation to the subject 
and how it will pan across the sky via dragging your finger. My preferred tutorial on how to use PhotoPills is here.

1. When in the field and I find an object or subject I want to place in the scene, I consider: subject orientation (N,S,E,W) 
and where will the Milky Way be and at what time? I then use PhotoPills and go into the Night AR mode. 

2. Night AR is an augmented reality of the scene in front of you. In essence your phone will utilize its camera to show the 
scene in front of you and superimposes the Milky Way on the screen in front of you. You can line up the Milky Way 
with your foreground just by using your phone’s camera and screen. It’s literally magic. 

3. Dark Sky Finder does exactly what it sounds like - it helps me find the darkest sky’s in any given area I am looking to pho-
tograph. I find it incredibly useful for this as light pollution from city sky’s will diminish the brightness of the stars and Milky 
Way in your final image. This app is only for iPhone, however, there are many other apps and websites that will give you 
this same data. 

4. Once you find your scene, get ready! And be prepared for your night out with everything I have listed above. 

5. How to focus in the dark and get tack-sharp focus? The method I previously employed with my Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 is to 
use the depth of field scale and Infinity marker. This is that window on the top of your lens with the varying scales of dis-
tance on them. I spend time in the daylight repeatedly choosing a far off focal point and repeatedly focusing to Infinity 
watching where the white line intersects the Infinity mark. I make note of this and then in the dark I can easily turn on my 
headlamp and rotate the focus ring to this exact position, take a shot, zoom in and check for sharpness and make minor 
adjustments to get a sharp image. On my new Sony setup I utilizing the Sigma 14-24mm f/2.8 which does not have this 
depth of field scale. Instead, I have learned that as I rotate my zoom ring a digital DoF scale is displayed on my screen. I 
have taken several images in daylight to learn that once my camera’s DoF scale moves from 9 meters and switches to In-
finity this zone is tack sharp. During critical shoots I will still zoom in and out slightly between shots simply making abso-
lutely sure I am sharp. Better safe than sorry!

https://www.google.com/earth/versions/
https://www.google.com/earth/versions/
https://www.photopills.com
https://www.photopills.com
https://www.photopills.com/user-guide
https://www.photopills.com/user-guide
http://darkskyfinder.com
http://darkskyfinder.com


When you think you’re close enough, get closer

ALWAYS GET 
CLOSER

3



Anytime you think you are close enough to your subject, get closer. 
This is something I harp on in all of my workshops with participants. 
It is also something I have to remind myself on a daily when in the 
field. There are several philosophies on this concept though, too, that 
I feel you should be aware of and how to execute:

1. This first one is simple: put your lens as close to the sub-
ject as you possibly can. When doing this and if you 
wish to have the entire frame sharp and in-focus, you 
will undoubtedly need to focus stack your image for criti-
cal sharpness. I will cover this topic in greater detail in a 
follow-up at some point. The image I chose for this chap-
ter cover is a perfect example of getting close and focus-
ing through the frame from directly in front of me on the 
cactus all the way through to the peaks in the distance. I 
later blended these together in Photoshop and edited 
this image with luminosity masks which is a great topic 
for another book.  

2. A second method is to stand back a little further and 
zoom in a little. This will get your subject larger in the 
frame and also helps reduce the need to focus stack or 
blend. There are a couple of large benefits to this 
method:

- Your peaks will be larger

- You reduce the need to focus stack shortening your 
time in post-production and Photoshop

- You won’t find yourself kneeling in water, a cactus, etc



I, however, am not as much of a fan of this 
method for a couple of personal reasons:

- There is no replacing or mimicking the ef-
fect and look later in Photoshop of having 
your lens smashed up against your sub-
ject.

- I don’t mind focus blending and I also 
don’t mind perspective blending the peaks 
to be larger in the frame if I feel they aren’t 
represented true to form, or to say it an-
other way: how they looked while I was 
standing there. This topic is debatable, I 
however don’t feel perspective blending to 
be dishonest as it renders anything far off 
in the distance more naturally how the hu-
man eye sees the scene. Ultra-wide angle 
lenses like my Nikon and Sigma 14-24 
f/2.8 when zoomed all the way out to 
14mm will make anything in the distance 
tiny! They no way look like this in real life. 
This is the idea of perspective blending. 



Creating eye movement in the frame with light and 
color

COMPOSITION & 
BALANCE WITHIN 
THE IMAGE

4
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Forget the rule of thirds, or at least plan to break it 

All good and great photographs only rely on a few basic tenets: well balanced, well composed, interest/eye movement throughout 
the frame and good use of negative and positive space. That’s it. Positive space, or subject matter: think of the mountain, the 
stream - essentially what we want the viewer to look at and pay attention to. Negative space is all the rest: the sky, the empty grass; 
what we want the viewer to see subconsciously. We’ve all seen the photographs that have adhered to the rule of thirds that work. 
We’ve also seen the images that don’t and in ways when those work, they are even more stunning and more captivating simply be-
cause they engage the mind. 

When thinking of eye movement, positive and negative space is really going to come down to you, the photographer, seeing your 
scene and making game-time decisions as the sun rises or sets and light is fleeting. There is no rulebook, playbook, script or for-
mula to make it work, it’s your eye and understanding of what works and what does not in the end. To get good at this is going to 
be costly in both time in the field and time studying other photographers work and your own. The best way to get better behind the 
lens is to study and look at images of photographers you admire and who inspire you dissecting them gaining that understanding - 
let it be less of a mathematical approach here and try and just “feel” or “see” this. You will also need to fail in the creation phase and 
study your own work assessing what worked and what did not and why. 

Whenever I’m lecturing I often come back to this advice when asked about iconic locations as I’m generally encouraging people to 
find their own “icons”: study the iconic locations, photograph them as you’ve seen them photographed and also put your take on 
them and branch off to find your own. What I tell workshop participants, attendees to one of my lectures or people I meet and sit 
down with is this: icons work for a reason as they generally all encompass everything necessary to make an image work. They have 
strong subjects, leading lines, great negative and positive space, are well balanced and they will help you learn. Studying the im-
ages on the following pages will help you better understand how to take a great image as you grow within the craft. 

Below are a few of examples of images that employ what I considered at the time good composition and use of both positive and 
negative space and the flow within the frame. I find the human mind likes shapes and many of these images have what you could 
say is a “triangular” or “geometric” shape in each one.
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I love this image simply due to the memories in creating it. Me and my great friend, Dan Ballard, left El Chaltén 
around 3:30 in the morning to start this hike and hiked through the night to capture this soft light over the peaks and 

glacier below.
- Cerro Torre and Fitz Roy at dawns first light; Patagonia - 
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As I mentioned previously, I find so many of my great images and images from other pho-
tographers all encompass the similarity of geometric shapes within the frame. Here, if you 

were to connect each circle with a straight line you would get a triangle.
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I had sat from 10:00 am this particular day reading a book and watching the light change hour by hour, minute by minute up 
to the moment I took this image. I also didn’t just put my tripod down and call it good, I counted the wooden planks in the 

bridge I am standing on here and composed adjusting my ball head and tripod early just in case fog were to roll in and I 
needed to find the location I’d scouted earlier in the day. That’s exactly what happened just before sunset - the marine layer 
rolled in completely obscuring this view with the exception of the minute or two when I was able to capture this image here. 

- McWay Falls, Big Sur, California -



I find these points in the frame to be of most interest and where the eye wants to flow. 



What drew me to this image was the high-setting moon still in the sky at sunrise, the light 
on the peaks and the foreground rock in the frame.

 -Alberta, Canada -
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These are the subjects in the frame my mind’s eye saw as the light was changing and get-
ting to be at its peak for the feel and look I wanted to create. As the eye moves about the 

frame I fell it flows from each one of these to the next very naturally. 
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Balancing movement and static objects in a frame is never easy. Like this image here: I was consciously thinking about com-
position and how to make sure the icebergs in the frame didn’t shift due to the water’s flow yet wanting to show motion in 

the water as well. This is a single image. 
- Iceland -
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Each of the elements in this image work with each other, together, to add interest and 
drama. I find the eye flows from subject to subject and remains within the frame.



One of my favorite images to date which also took about two years to plan and prep for utilizing all the tools and tech-
niques I’ve shared with you here, in this book. I prepped, planned and scouted this area well in advance before ever see-

ing it in person. 

- Ansel Adams Wilderness, California -



More or less the main players in the frame



I love deserts and sand, they are challenging though! Finding interest, simplicity and shapes can be very hard. I hiked out into 
the dunes during a high-wind advisory seeing these amazing clouds overhead. I was hoping I could find a shape or texture in the 

sand I could work with not knowing I would find this shape that almost perfectly mimicked the clouds in shape. 
- White Sands, New Mexico -



These three areas, or “zones”, aren’t exact or the only areas the eye might flow to, but they 
are what I saw in the field and wanted to draw attention to. I’ve also been told the viewer’s 

eye goes out directly to the horizon line between the two mid-frame circles.



I can’t get enough sand when weather is terrible! Images like these only happen when you have crazy high speed winds (35 mph 
or more) and to get photos like this you really do have to understand your camera is a tool and if you do get sand in it, you can get 

it cleaned. Just try to not change lenses in the field and your gear should be OK.

- Great Sand Dunes National Park, Colorado -



I feel the eye moves from the brightest area in the image - the sun - through to the darker, 
shadowy areas and then back around to light. The leading lines away from the camera in 

the sand directly in the foreground also pull the eye into the frame.



Thoughts to keep in mind:

Examine your scene looking first for you main subject, build around that searching for foreground element(s) and leading lines 
helping pull the viewer’s eye into the frame.

Incorporate additional elements within the frame like a foreground anchor point which can be anything from flowers, a rock, a 
cactus, etc.

Find ways to keep eye movement flowing between foreground and mid-ground to background. Leading lines like a stream mov-
ing through the frame from foreground to background is an excellent natural element to help achieve this.

Balance negative space with “positive”, or your main focal points, with negative space and those areas that you want to help 
support the scene with subconsciously.



The importance of arriving early & staying late

TIMING

5
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The basic rules to color and when this will happen both at sunrise and sunset are as follows. Please keep in mind this is very gen-
eral and I have seen incredible color happen at the exact sunrise or sunset time and not delayed like that which follows the general 
rule: 

Timeline to achieve peak, or best color:

Sunrise: half an hour before the sun crests the horizon

Sunset: half an hour after after the sun dips below the horizon

Tips: 

- Weather: Photographing in inclement weather creates for incredibly powerful images

• Look for mist, rain, snow, wind; anything that is out of the norm on a clear blue day.

• Keep in mind: in these conditions your light and mood are going to be more dramatic and different than a day with low pol-
lution. Clear sky is going to give you more vibrant color. It’s all in the mood you want to convey. 

There are a couple exceptions to these rules:

1. Elevation: depending on how high you are above sea level can affect when color will peak. Being higher in elevation 
can sometimes increase this half hour window. Being closer to sea-level it tends to hold more true to the time listed.  

2. My preferred timeframe to follow after years photographing sunrise and sunset: I absolutely love knowing my composi-
tion or at least my location early in the day and standing in position at one hour before sunset or earlier sticking around 
about a half an hour after sunset and sunrise. I absolutely love this color in the sky as it’s golden and warm, full of life. 
Don’t get me wrong, I love the pinks, blues, purples, reds...of the traditional timings, I simply find this added window of 
time to be a benefit to potentially come away with additional content. 



Final thoughts and everything wrapped up

CHECKLIST

6
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Below is a final snapshot to help you get the most out of your time in 
the field: 

Camera Settings:

Neutral Scene: Aperture Priority, Base ISO (64, 100), f10, camera se-
lects shutter

Water: Aperture Priority, Base ISO (64, 100), f10, camera selects 
shutter

Astro: Manual, ISO 1,600 (start here), widest aperture, shutter 
speed no longer than focal length

Aurora: Manual, ISO 800 (start here), widest aperture, shutter 
speed: 8 seconds starting point

Astro:

Season: May through October (best viewing opportunity for Galac-
tic Center)

Apps: PhotoPills (link), Google Earth (link)

Camera Settings: Manual, ISO 1,600 (start here), widest aperture, 
shutter speed no longer than focal length

https://www.photopills.com
https://www.photopills.com
https://www.google.com/earth/versions/
https://www.google.com/earth/versions/
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Always get as close as you can to your subject

Be sure to move around: use your Live View mode to help you compose if your intended composition won’t allow for utilizing 
the viewfinder. Move your camera around within the scene getting additional perspectives of the scene and then utilize your tri-
pod once you’ve found the perfect composition.

Composition & Balance
Look for leading lines and how to balance the weight of the image left to right, top to bottom. Remember: I find the human eye 
likes geometric shapes in the landscape, keep this in mind when lining up your subjects to create harmony.

Go early, stay late
Scout your scene as early as possible, even a day before, marking locations with your GPS or other device. This will help you 
find them in the dark should you return for sunrise. Arrive early and stay late, you never know what light is going to do or look 
like. 



Thank you for your interest in my photography and for reading this short eBook. It is a first for me and something I’ve wanted to do 
for some time giving back to the great community that supports me. Please keep in touch and I am always adding workshops both 

in the classroom instructing on post-processing techniques and in the field. 

Good light to you,

 Joseph Roybal

www.JosephRoybal.com
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